Continuum electrostatic analysis of preferred solvation sites around proteins in solution.
To understand water-protein interactions in solution, the electrostatic field is calculated by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, and the free energy surface of water is mapped by translating and rotating an explicit water molecule around the protein. The calculation is applied to T4 lysozyme with data available on the conservation of solvent binding sites in 18 crystallographically independent molecules. The free energy maps around the ordered water sites provide information on the relationship between water positions in crystal structure and in solution. Results show that almost all conserved sites and the majority of nonconserved sites are within 1.3 A of local free energy minima. This finding is in sharp contrast to the behavior of randomly placed water molecules in the boundary layer, which, on the average, must travel more than 3 A to the nearest free energy minimum. Thus, the solvation sites are at least partially determined by protein-water interactions rather than by crystal packing alone. The characteristic water residence times, obtained from the free energies at the local minima, are in good agreement with nuclear magnetic resonance experiments. Only about half of the potential sites show up as ordered water in the 1.7 A resolution X-ray structure. Crystal packing interactions can stabilize weak or mobile potential sites (in fact, some ordered water positions are not close to free energy minima) or can prevent water from occupying certain sites. Apart from a few buried water molecules that are strong binders, the free energies are not very different for conserved and nonconserved sites. We show that conservation of a water site between two crystals occurs if the positions of protein atoms, primarily contributing to the free energy at the local minimum, do not substantially change from one structure to the other. This requirement can be correlated with the nature of the side chain contacting the water molecule in the site.